
» Beds: 3 | Baths: 2 Full, 1 Half
» MLS #: 2230637
» Single Family | 1,230 ft² | Lot: 1,742 ft²
» Community Pools, Spa, Playgrounds, Pet Park
» New Modern Paint
» More Info: 10392MidseasonMist.com
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10392 Midseason Mist, Las Vegas, NV 89183

$ 249,500
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Updated Home with Contemporary Flair

Welcome to this wonderful home set in the desirable neighborhood of Silverado Place highlighted by a sparkling pools, relaxing spa, and joyful
playgrounds. The community is just moments away from exciting recreation, entertainment, shopping, and world class dining of the Las Vegas
Strip. Inviting curb appeal consists of an iron fenced courtyard patio. You will fall in love with this open-concept home with friendly floor plan. New
paint and updated flooring deliver a contemporary flair throughout. This popular floor plan is well balanced and flows nicely creating a comfortable
and flexible space. Kitchen is conveniently placed as it opens to the living areas. The kitchen is well appointed with granite counters, sleek white
resurfaced cabinets, and stainless-steel appliances. Family room is perfect for relaxing as well as entertaining and offers a modern floating
entertainment center and ceiling fan. Restful master suite is located privately at the top of the stairs. Primary suite has been treated to a balcony
with French door and a spa inspired bathroom with granite counters and vessel sink. Tasteful decor is enhanced by contemporary paint, modern
hardwood laminate flooring, upgraded baseboards, plantation shutters, attractive fixtures, and many updates. Additional extras and improvements
include a brand new Trane XR AC unit, programmable thermostat, and Astoria Homes Comfort Wise energy package. Ideal location near the
community pools, spa, and playgrounds.


